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The sword-wielding afterlife adventure just got bigger with this collection of Bleach volumes!Reads

R to L (Japanese Style).  Where Hollows Fear to Tread Contains volumes 7, 8 and 9 of Bleach!

Rukia Kuchiki, the ex-Soul Reaper responsible for Ichigo's transformation, is on the lam. Her

brethren at the Soul Society are quite displeased with the fact that she transferred the powers of a

Soul Reaper to a human and have dispatched two of their strongest agents to neutralize the

situation. Their mission is twofold: to return Rukia to the Soul Society so that she may pay for her

crime and to deal with Ichigo--permanently. But an unlikely third party is standing in their way:

UryÃƒÂ» Ishida, the Quincy!
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Bleach is author Tite Kubo's second title. Kubo made his debut with ZOMBIEPOWDER., a

four-volume series for Weekly Shonen Jump. To date, Bleach has been translated into numerous

languages and has also inspired an animated TV series that began airing in the U.S. in 2006.

Beginning its serialization in 2001, Bleach is still a mainstay in the pages of Weekly Shonen Jump.

In 2005, Bleach was awarded the prestigious Shogakukan Manga Award in the shonen (boys)

category.

Bleach is one of the most popular shonen in Japan. And with good reason. I was first introduced to



the anime series in 2006 by a friend. I decided to watch it online and was hooked. In a matter of

days I had blown thru all the current episodes. I was addicted. So addicted in fact that I decided to

start reading chapters online to find out what happened next. If I was just addicted at first I just

became obsessed. The manga was much more intense than the anime, as I found out, and I just

couldn't get enough of it. I lived to read the new scanlation week to week for all these years and still

do. I figured if I enjoyed the series this much I might as well just start buying the series. I had

acquired several from my brother who had gone and bought them. Now I'm just filling in the blanks

and I'm going to keep going until I have every last one! I could read these over and over (I have

already)!If you haven't read the manga yet and are thinking about it, stop thinking and start doing!

There is a reason this series is so wildly popular! It has most elements a shonen should: humor,

action, awesome and intricate character design, an amazing story line... did I mention humor? In my

own opinion, the manga is far better than the anime series and is more than worth having around.

yeah..... i stopped reading and just watched the anime, still cool to have it on the shelf!

Purchased for teen who was happy to receive! A hit with the manga-loving kid.

I watched the anime first, but wanted to see how different the manga was. Lets just say It's great. I

haven't been able to put it down and the 3 in 1 volume is so nice. Takes up less space , save

money, and you get to read longer.

WORTH IT IF YOU LIKE BLEACH

So far so good, really loving the Bleach series! Cant wait to own them all!

The show did a great job starting itself off in the first volume and now and kept it going well in the

second volume.Now third volume tells some of ichigo's back story and gives him more depth as a

character. It brought more excitement and thrill into the fight for me.

Just as its predecessor, Bleach mangas continue to amaze and be freaking awesome! Totally worth

the buy!
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